Terms and Conditions for Accommodation
1. The accommodation provided will be on sharing basis.
2. Although we'll try to accommodate the participants from same college together, but due to
limited availability of Hotels, Lodges or dormitory any request for changing the allotted rooms
or room partners will not be entertained as all the rooms will be provided to the participants of
UTKRAANTI Event only. No Choice will be provided.
3. The Accommodation charges are strictly non-refundable, Non Exchangeable.
4. The Accommodation Charges paid through Payumoney (online Payment) will include 3%
bank processing charges.
5. Participants are responsible for all their belongings (laptop, Mobile phones, luggage etc).
Team UTKARRANTI or Team Megalith, IIT-Kharagpur will be not liable any kind of loss or mishap
to your property.
6. All are advised to carry their own locks for security concerns.
7. All our accommodation facility is inside IIT-Kharagpur due to large number of occupants
during UTKRAANTI. Limited Accommodation facility is available in IIT-Kharagpur Campus
8. Accommodation Charges include:
I. Accommodation facility on sharing basis.
9. At the time of checkout the occupants are required to return the commodities provided by
the organizers.
10. You are required to follow the rules and regulations of the hotel and locality, no usage of
Alcohol or drugs will be tolerated.
11. All student participants must carry their valid College/School photo ID card. Others must
bring their valid photo identity for the purpose of verification. People without valid photo
identity card will not be allowed to avail accommodation.
12. Random Checks would be made to avoid any illegal practice at the accommodation area.
Any Person found guilty would be heavily fined and disqualified.
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13. Team UTKRAANTI, Team Megalith, IIT-Kharagpur and administration of IIT-Kharagpur will
not be responsible for any mishaps that occur through the duration of your stay for
UTKRAANTI-2018.
14. Those carrying their laptops or similar electronic gadgets will have to declare their
belongings which could be checked for verification.
15. Registration for Hospitality will be closed by 15th of Jan, 2018.
16. Registration for Hospitality is not available on the Spot

Terms and Conditions for Final Round / Open Round

1. All the Participants who have achieved 1st , 2nd , 3rd, 4th, 5th, 6th position, Winter/Summer
Training and have merit Certificate in the Zonal Rounds of UTKRAANTI Championship held all
over India in any year are eligible to register for the Utkraanti -18 Grand Finale
2. All the Participants who participated in the Zonal Rounds (who doesn't have merit
certificates) are eligible to participate in the open rounds of the completion.
3. All the Interested and keen participant can register for the open round.
4. Participating team should have their own Robotic Kit.
5. Kits provided and purchased from Utkraanti or look like kits according to the conditions will
only be allowed in the competition.
6. Online Registration fees for the UTKRAANTI Championship are strictly Non- Refundable.
7. All the Students must have their valid college ids or any other Identity Proof.
8. For Entry in Final Rounds Merit certificates are required for registrations. Teams who are not
able to produce Merit Certificates at the time of registration will be allowed to participate in
the OPEN ROUNDS.
9. Certificates, Cash Prize, goodies will be given on 2nd September, 2018.
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